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Uninsurable Homes Are Climate Change’s
Latest Victims In The California and Florida
Housing Markets

Green Building Elements

In a world grappling with extreme weather events and shifting insurance trends, the once-assured
protection of homeowners’ insurance is becoming a luxury that many can’t afford. The housing markets
in climate risk-prone states like California and Florida are facing an unprecedented crisis, as insurers
grapple with increased costs and risks. What does this mean for homeowners and the real estate
industry?

California: A State in Turmoil
The California housing market is in disarray as property insurers either cap policies or outright refuse new
applications. State Farm, California’s largest home insurer, has taken a drastic step by stopping new
applications, citing historic increases in construction costs and a challenging reinsurance market. With
rates soaring by an average of 20%, homeowners are left in a financial quagmire.

Amy Bach, co-founder of United Policyholders, warns that the insurance crisis isn’t confined to California
alone. Both California and hurricane-prone Florida face a dire insurance shock, with multiple home
insurers abandoning Florida.

The severity and frequency of extreme weather events are exacerbating the problem, leaving an
uncertain future for the property insurance ecosystem.

Technological Shifts: A Double-Edged Sword
Advancements in risk-scoring technology, exemplified by CoreLogic’s system, are transforming the
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insurance landscape.

While these tools promise to streamline risk assessment, they also allow insurers to decline coverage
based on a single risk score. The transition from human-driven to machine-learning-driven underwriting is
altering the odds, creating an uphill battle for homeowners seeking coverage.

For residents unable to obtain insurance through regular channels, California’s FAIR Plan exists as a last
resort.

However, it’s a costly and bare-bones alternative, leaving many Californians struggling to afford
coverage. The FAIR Plan, receiving 1,000 applications daily, reflects the grim reality of insurance
accessibility in the state.

Climate Change and Regulatory Challenges
Climate change, a core concern for the insurance industry, is impacting the severity and frequency of
major disasters. Regulatory changes, such as California’s Proposition 103, limit the use of climate models
to predict risk.

While the loosening of this regulation may entice insurers back into the market, other legislative support
is needed to ensure fair policies for homeowners mitigating wildfire risks.

In response to the increasing frequency and severity of weather events, Florida is updating building
codes. Although this won’t have an immediate impact, over time, resilient buildings may reduce claim
severity and insurance costs. However, this relief is crucial for Floridians, already paying the nation’s
highest insurance premiums.

Weather-related catastrophes are no longer confined to historically risky areas, as demonstrated by
Maui’s unexpected wildfires. As insurance troubles deepen, the housing market faces increased
challenges.

Homebuyers must now scrutinize weather patterns and property vegetation, potentially altering the
market dynamics, making some homes more marketable but costly and others less attractive, requiring
sellers to make concessions.
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The Emotional Toll on Homeowners
As the housing market navigates this storm, the ability to secure homeowners’ insurance, once taken for
granted, is now a precarious reality. With the emotional toll of homes becoming uninsurable,
homeowners and potential buyers are left grappling with the uncertainty of their biggest asset – their
safe space.

What are your thoughts? Are we on the brink of a real estate apocalypse as uninsurable homes reshape
the market landscape?

How will the emotional toll of uninsurable homes impact the very essence of ‘home’ for countless
owners? As climate change intensifies, what sacrifices are homeowners willing to make to secure their
property against the backdrop of insurance uncertainty?
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